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lease any One or more strings at any appropriate

This invention relates to marionette actuating

time or times, since it is no trouble or effort what

and controlling apparatus.
Marionette or puppet shows are generally per
formed by skilled and experienced artists. Con
ventional apparatus for actuating and controlling
the marionettes is in no important respect differ
ent from the corresponding apparatus or equip
ment which was used many years ago. Strings or

Soever to resume control over said released strings
When and as desired. The buttons or slides may
Or may not be under tension compelling them
to return to their normally inoperative positions.
Tension controlled buttons or slides may be uti
lized. Where it is desirable to return the strings

to their inoperative positions immediately upon
Wires are attached to the Several appendages or
limbs, as well as to the torso, of each marionette, 0 their release by the fingers of the performer.
Non-tensioned buttons or slides may be utilized
and means are provided for attaching the same
Where it is desired to retain certain strings on
Strings or Wires at their opposite ends to the per
Operative position even though they may be re
former's fingers. As each String or Wire is pulled,
leased by the fingers of the performer. In a com
that part of the marionette to which it is attached
reacts accordingly, and as each said string or Wire 5 plete marionette show both types of buttons or
Slides may be used,
is released, an opposite reaction is achieved. The
The use of these string controlling buttons or
performer is required to master the apparatus
slides provides important advantages over con
in the same manner that a pianist must master
wentional marionette controlling apparatus. In
the keyboard. As there are no identifying indicia,
on the keys of a piano, so are there no identify 20 the first place, it enables experienced performers
to handle a greater number of marionettes than
ing indicia on the strings of the marionette. The
is at all possible with conventional equipment.
performer must learn and memorize the con
In the Second place, it opens the marionette art
nection of each String With the corresponding
to greater numbers of people Who Would normally
part of the marionette and he must learn to
manipulate the strings without any mental effort. 25 be unable to master conventional apparatus cur
rently and in the past used in marionette shows.
The present invention is of apparatus for the
Still another object of this invention is the pro
actuation and control of marionettes, wherein
vision of marionette controlling apparatus of the
each string is keyed and labeled to facilitate
character described Which is compactly contained
learning the operation of Said apparatus. Each
string is provided with identifying material which 30 in a box that Simulates and resembles a theater
stage. The marionette or marionettes are mount
clearly indicates which part of the marionette
ed on one side of a partition which simulates the
that particular string controls So that a novice
backdrop of a stage and the control apparatus
or beginner has only to read this material as he
is situated on the opposite side of the partition.
operates the apparatus in order to enable him The
control apparatus may be mounted on the
to manipulate the several strings controlling the
back of the partition or it may be mounted on a
mariomette, intelligently.
back cover which is provided for the box, said
It is therefore one important object of the pres
ent invention to provide marionettes actuating back cover being hingedly connected to the back
and controlling apparatus which may be used for of the box So that it may be SWung into comfort
instruction and learning purposes: especially may 40 able Operating position.
A further object of this invention is the provi
it be used for Self-instruction.
Sion of marionette controlling apparatus of the
Another important object of this invention is
character described which operates through a
the provision of labeled means for actuating the
movable carriage in the marionette box so that
marionette strings. In the preferred form of this
invention, each string is connected to an appro 45 the marionette or marionettes may be moved bod
ily from one part of the stage to another part
priately labeled button or slide which may read
Without disturbing the relative positions of their
ily be manipulated by the fingers of the per
Several partS, if that be desired. The use of a

former. Each button or slide is mounted on its

movable carriage also renders it possible to walk

own individual tracy and all of the buttons or
slides are manipulated or actuated in the same
manner, that is, by moving them in One direction
or the other along their respective tracks. Since
the strings are attached to buttons which always

remain in their respective tracks, and not to the
fingers of the performer, the performer may re

the marionettes across the stage or perform simi
lar feats.
Preferred forms of this invention are shown

in the accompanying drawing in which:
Fig. 1 is a front or stage View of the box con
55

taining a marionette and the apparatus for con
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4.

different parts of the marionette. Figs. 5 and 11

trolling said marionette, made in accordance with
Fig. 2 is a side view thereof.

will show that string a is attached to the left
side of the head of the marionette, string b is at
tached to the right arm or forearm, String C is at

Fig. 4 is a top view.

the lower back of the torso, string e is attached

one form of this invention.

Fig. 3 is a back view showing the back doors in
closed position.

tached to the right leg, string d is attached to

Fig. 5 is a fragmentary front view, partly in

to the back of the head or possibly to the nape of

vertical section and with the roof partly broken

away to expose so much of the marionette Con
trolling strings as may be found in front of the
backdrop of the stage, also showing the eyes
which support said StringS.

v-

()

arm and string i is attached to the right Side of
the marionette's head. When, by the means
hereinafter described, String d is pulled, the

-

Fig. 6 is a side view similar to that of Fig. 2
but showing part of the side Wall broken away

to expose the marionette controlling stringS.
Fig. 7 is a perspective view of the back of the

entire box, showin the back doors thereof in Open
in supine position, said back cover or panel be
ing provided with some of the marionette con

marionette's head is turned to the left; When

5

position and a hinged back cover or panel lying
trolling apparatus.

Fig. 8 is a plan view of said back cover or panel.
Fig. 9 is a vertical section through said back
cover or panel and through a part of the mov
abie carriage through which the marionette con
trolling strings pass.
Fig. 10 is a section on the line (-) of Fig. 8,
showing some of the String controlling buttons or

20

ing some of the strings attached thereto.
Fig. 12 is a back view of a marionette box in
which the control apparatus is made in accord
ance with a second form of this invention.
Fig. 13 is an enlarged, fragmentary vertical
section through one of the panel boards of Said

control apparatus.
Fig. 14 is a plan view of one of Said panel

boards.

Fig. 15 is a plan View of a second panel board.
Fig. 16 is a view similar to that of Fig. 12 show
ing how the fingers of the performer engage the
rings which control the StringS in the Second
fornia of this invention.

Fig. 17 is a view similar to that of Fig. 12 show

ing marionette controlling apparatus made in
accordance with a third form of this invention.

Fig. 18 is a sectional view on the line 8-8

of Fig. 17.
Referring now to the first form of this inven

tion and to the first 11 figures of the drawing

25

caused to raise up or bob. Hands it and 4 and

feet 42 and A3 are each Weighted so that when
the appropriate Strings Which control the arms

and legs of the marionette are released, said arms
30

and legs will drop downwardly to their lowermost

positions and carry the StringS along With them.

The head 44 may also be weighted so that the

marionette will tend to nod unless the head or
hat controlling string is held in taut Or raised
position.
35
It will be seen in Fig. 5 that the Several strings

above described extend either sidewardly and
then upwardly, or simply upwardly before they
pass behind the backdrop. Strings d and i ex
tend through eye screws 45 in the side walls of
40 the box and then these strings as well as all of the
other strings pass through similar eye screws 46
affixed to carriage 3. Carriage 3 has a horizon
tally extending portion which projects forwardly
over the top of the back stage and it has a verti
5 cally extending portion which projects down
wardly behind the back stage. Eye screws 46 are
affixed to the horizontal portion of the carriage
and additional eye Screws 47 are fastened to the
Vertically extending portion of the carriage, in
mediately behind said eye Screws 46. See Fig. 6.
The Strings project back Wardly from eye. ScreWS

it will be seen that a box 2 () is provided in which

46 to eye screws 4 and then downwardly be
tween the back of the backdrop 26 and the front

both the marionettes 2i and the apparatus which

of vertically extending portion 30b of the car

controls the marionette are mounted. Box 20

has a floor 22 which simulates the floor of a
stage and side walls 23 and 24 respectively, a

riage. A plurality of hollow rivets or eyes 48 is

provided at the bottom of vertical portion 30b
and it will be noted in Fig. 9 that the strings pass
outwardly from the Space between said vertical

roof 25 and a backdrop 26 which, combined, give

the effect of a simulated or miniature theater

stage. The marionette performs either on or
above the stage floor 22 and in front of the
backdrop 26. The roof 25 slopes forwardly and
downwardly above the marionette to conceal as
much of the marionette Controlling apparatus as
possible, and especially carriage 3 and mirror
3. The mirror projects at an angle of approx
imately 45° with respect to the vertical, or at
any other Suitable angle, to enable the performer
to View the performance of the marionette from
the back. The backdrop 26 does not extend the
full distance to the top of the roof. So that a Space

string i is pulled, the head is turned to the right;
when string b is pulled, the marionette's right
arm is raised; When string h is pulled, his left
arm is raised; when string c is pulled, the right
leg is raised; when string g is pulled, the left leg
is raised; when string d is pulled together With
string e, the entire marionette may be lifted, and
other bodily movements may be provided by pull
ing strings d and e individually or alternately;
and when string f is pulled, the head may be

slides and the tracks in which they are disposed.

Fig. 11 is a back view of the marionette show

the neck, string f is attached to the top of the
marionette's hat, string g is attached to the left
leg, string h is attached to the left arm or fore

60

portion 36b and the backdrop 26, through said
hollow rivets 48. See Figs. 6 and 9, and also Fig.
7. It Will be seen in Said Fig. 7 that three of the
Strings, to wit strings d, e and f, then project

upwardly and through eyes 50 which are fas
carriage. These strings are then attached to
button slides did, ee and if respectively which are
slidably mounted in tracks 5 provided on the

tened to the back of vertical portion 30b of the

back of vertical portion 30b of the carriage, verti

cally thereof. The three vertical tracks 5 are
all parallel to each other and hence the three

or window is thereby provided above the back

button slides are vertically movable along paral

from the back.

their lower ends to said button slides and at their
upper ends to the top of the carriage and they
act upon the button slides to draw them up

drop through which the mirror may be viewed

lel lines. Elastic members 52 are attached at

It will be noted that nine strings a, b, c, d, e,

f, g, h, and i respectively are attached to nine

5
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sides of a crossbar 65. The ends of the crossbar

wardly... in their respective tracks. In other
words, elastic members 52 maintain strings d, e
and fin normally taut condition and hence pull
ing upwardly upon those parts of the marionette
to which they are affixed. These button slides
may be pushed downwardly by the person oper
ating the apparatus in order to release said
strings d, e and f and to allow the marionette

parts to Which they are attached, to drop.
Strings a, b, c, g, h, , and i extend downwardly

5

are fastened to the two side walls of the mario
nette bOX and Said CrOSSbar serves as a guide or
track along which the carriage may travel from
side to side. The bottom end of the vertically ex

0.

with a base 66 which is slidably movable from
side to Side in the space between the backdrop
26 and the back panel 55. See Fig. 9. Since
the back panel 55 does not move sidewardly,
movement of the carriage from one side to an

after they issue from hollow rivets 48 and they

then pass through eye. Screws 54 fastened to
back panel or cover 55 of the box. This back
panel is hingedly connected at its lower end to
the bottom of the box and it may be Swung into
closed vertical position or into open horizontal
position. See FigS. 7 and 9 where the open hori
zontal position of the back panel is shown.
Strings a, b, c, g, h, and i are then attached
to button slides ad, bb, cc, gg, hb, and i respec
tively which are slidably mounted in tracks 5
formed in Said back panel 55. These button
slides and their respective tracks are similar to
the button slides and tracks of the carriage

other Will effect corresponding changes in the
relative positions of the several button Slides
mounted on Said back panel. Marks 60 or simi

5

20

tion of gravity upon the weights which they

69 respectively which are hingedly mounted on
may be provided to lock the two doors in closed

position. Since these doors are backed up
against the back panel 55 they are instrumental
30

35

40

g and h. Strings a and i are attached to the

marionette's head is caused to turn to the right.
Indicating lines 60 and indicating arrows 6.
may be provided on back panel 55 adjacent
tracks 57 formed therein. These indicating

marks may be utilized to determine or indicate

the direction of movement which the button

60

labeled to indicate which parts of the marionette
the Several button slides control. These labels
may also indicate the nature of the action of the

Vention is similar to the first form except that
the strings are attached to different finger
manipulating means. In place of eye screws 47,
carriage 80 of the second form of this invention
is provided with hollow rivets or eyes 8 through
Which the strings extend from the front of the
carriage to the back. The strings then project
downwardly and each string is connected to a
finger ring 82 which may be held by a finger
for the purpose of manipulating the string to
Which it is attached or which may be attached
to a hook 83 when the apparatus is idle. In
other words, there are as many finger rings as

pair of panel boards 84 and 85 respectively.

65

It will be apparent from the fact that all of

plurality of Spaced lugs 64 which are fastened
to Said horizontal portion of the carriage on both

button portion and it projects sidewardly into
longitudinally extending grooves which comprise
tracks 5. In effect this is a tongue-in-groove
construction which enables the button slides to
move along their respective tracks but prevents

there are Strings and as many hooks as there
are finger rings. Carriage 88 is provided with a

the Strings pass through eye screws fastened to
the carriage, that movement of the carriage
either to the right or to the left will cause the

integral. The slide portion is wider than the

them from leaving their said tracks.
Reference to Figs. 12 to 16 inclusive will dis
close the fact that the second form of this in

sides of the marionette's head and so when string
d is pulled the marionette's head is caused to
turn to the left, and when string i is pulled the

marionette to move across the stage accordingly.
To facilitate such sideward movement of the
carriage in either direction, the top horizontal
portion 3a of the carriage is provided with a

slides and their respective tracks may be con
Structed. Although only button slides aa, bb.
and Cc are shown in Fig. 10, they are representa
tive of all of the button slides hereinabove re
portion 2 and a slide portion 73 to which the
button portion is connected or with which it is

narionette Stage and toward the performer, the
Strings to which they are attached are thereby
pulled and the marionette parts to which said
strings are fastened are thereby raised or ele
vated. This is particularly true of strings b, c,

marionette when the button slides are respec
tively moved.

in holding Said back panel in its closed or in
Operative vertical position.
Fig. 10 shows One way in which the button

ferred to. Each button slide comprises a button

carry. When the button slides last mentioned
are pulled backwardly, that is away from the

slides are to take and also the extent of their
movement. The several tracks of the back panel
as well as the tracks of the carriage may be

nette Show comes to an end said back panel may
be SWung upwardly into its closed or inoperative
vertical position. The back of the box may
further be provided with a pair of doors 68 and

the two side walls of said box. Fig. 7 shows the
Open position of Said doors and Fig. 3 shows their
closed position. A latch or locking member 70

the marionette stage, they release the strings to
which they are attached and the marionette

parts to Which said strings are fastened are
thereby allowed to drop by reason of the attrac

lar marks may be used to indicate the changed
positions of the several button slides.
The horizontal position of the back panel 55

is its operative position and when the mario

above described. Tracks 57 are parallel to each

other and they extend vertically when the back
panel is in its closed vertical position and they
extend horizontally when said back panel is in
itS Open horizontal position. There are no elas
tic members similar to members 52 attached to
button slides a,a, bb, cc, gg, hh and ii. Instead
these latter slides are manually movable in either
direction, that is, either forwardly or backward
ly. On a common horizontal plane. When they
are moved forwardly, that is in the direction of

tending portion 30b of the carriage is provided

70

The upper panel board 84 has holes 86, 87 and
88 formed therein to allow five of the strings to
pass therethrough and to reach the lower panel
board 85. Four hooks 83 are fastened to the
top panel board to engage the rings of four

Strings and five hooks 83 are fastened to the lower
panel board to engage the rings of five strings.
Each hook is labeled in the same manner that

the tracks of the first form of this invention were
75

labeled, indicating the marionette parts to which

the Several strings are attached and the type

8

7
of action which would result from manipulating

backdrop for movement transverse of the stage

and the Vertical.

marionette, said carriage being movable to move

said strings.

and having means extending in front of the back
drop above the stage, a plurality of strings at
The fingers of the performer are thrust
through the Several rings in the manner shown
stached to the movable parts of the marionette
in Fig.16 and the Strings may be pulled by simply 5 and supported above said marionette by said car
pulling upon the appropriate rings. The rings
'riage means and a plurality of keys attached to
may be pulled either downwardly or backwardly
Said Strings for manipulating the Same and
ithereby actuating the movable parts of the
or at an angle somewhere between the horizontal
In the third form of this invention, shown in . ? the marionette as a whole from side to side on

Figs. 17 and 18, carriage 90 is provided with a
'plurality of Vertically extending tracks 9. Each
-track has a key 92 slidably mounted therein as
Fig. 18 clearly shows. Keys. 92 may be mounted
in tracks 9 in the same manner that button

slides aa, bb, etc. are slidably mounted in tracks

57, that is, by means of a tongue-and-groove
construction. Keys 92 project outwardly at right
angles to the vertical tracks and they are pro
vided with horizontally extending buttons 92a
which the fingers engage to actuate the keyS.
The keys and especially their respective buttons
are disposed on the operator's side of the car
riage 9). Projections 93 are also formed on
said keys but these projections extend into the
space between the carriage 9 and the backstop
of the stage. See Fig. 18. The strings project
-downwardly into the same space as witness the
strings in Fig. 6, and they are tied or otherwise

fastened to said projections 93. Six of the

Strings, to wit strings 98, are attached directly
to projections 93 of the six lowermost keys shown
in Fig. 17. Three of the strings, to wit strings

Said stage.
2. Marionette control apparatus in accordance
With claim Wherein; each key comprises a Slid
ably...mounted button which is manually slid
5 able to manipulate the strings and actuate the
movable marionette parts.
3.Marionette Control apparatus in accordance
with claim 1 wherein each key comprises a finger
ring which may be engaged by one of the fingers
20 of the performer so that the performer may
manipulate the strings, and actuate the movable
inarionette parts by simply moving his fingers.
4. Marionette, control apparatus in accordance
with claim 1 whereinidentifying indicia ar? pro
25 “Vided for the Several keys to identify thêm with
the marionette parts to which their respective
Strings are attached.

5. Marionette control apparatus in accordance
with claimi wherein some of the keys are main
30 tained under tension which resists movement in

: a direction necessary to manipulate their respec

'tive strings and the movable marionette parts
actuated thereby.

95, are attached indirectly to projections 93 of

I6. Marionette control apparatus in accordance
vertically disposed panel and some of the keys
care slidably mounted on said panel, vertically

the three upper keys shown in Fig. 17, that is,

with claim 1 wherein the carriage includes a

they are first looped around eye screws 96 which
are fastened to the botton of the carriage and

"they are then swung upwardly to meet projec

thereof.

tions 93 of the three upper keys. Above said
7. Marionette control apparatus in accordance
three projections of the three upper keys are 40 With claim 1 wherein a mirror is provided above

the marionette stage, projected at an angle to

three eye screws 97 and elastic bands 98 inter
connect said eye screws 9 with projections-93 of
the three upper keys. The tendency of these

tallow an operator behind the backdrop of the
stage to view the performance of the marionette.

elastic bands is, of course, to pull the three upper

8. Marionette control apparatus in accordance

keys upwardly and hence to place strings 95 un 5. With claim 1 wherein at least Some of the keys
der tension.
are Slidably disposed on tracks provided in the
The apparatus last above described may be
actuated in much the same inmanner as the appar
ratus first above - described is actuated. Each

key is labeled in the manner that the button
slides of the first form of this invention are

labeled and it may be actuated by simply placing
a finger thereon and pressing downwardly.
When the three uppermost keys are released,
elastic bands 93 return them to their original

positions; when the six lowermost keys are re

leased, they are returned to their original posi
tions either by the weights of the several limbs of
the marionette (as in the case of the keyS cOn
trolling the arms and legs) or nanually in the
case of the head control keys. A croSS bar 99

may be provided to actuate all of the three upper
keys simultaneously, as for example, to cause

the marionette to jump. This crossbar may be
attached to the three upper keys in any Suitable
Way.

The foregoing is descriptive of preferred forms

of this invention and modifications may be in
corporated into these forms and other forms may
be had Within the broad scope and Spirit of the

invention.

I claim:
1. Marionette control apparatus comprising a

stage for the marionette, a backdrop behind the

Carriage, vertically thereof.
50

9. Marionette control apparatus in accordance
with claim 1 wherein a panel is hingedly con
nected behind the marionette stage for Swingable
movement ºupwardly to a vertical position im
mediately behind the carriage and downwardly
to a horizontal position, also behind the carriage,

said panel being provided with tracks for at least

some of the keys so that said keys may be
brought into operative position when the panel
is swung downwardly to horizontal position and
into inoperative position when the panel is swung
upwardly to vertical position.
60
10. Marionette control apparatus in accord
ance with claim 1 wherein the stage is provided
with a roof and with side walls and wherein said
walls have a pair of doors hingedly mounted
thereon behind the carriage, so that the work

ing parts of the control apparatus may be con
cealed and protected by swinging said doors to
closed position, a latch being provided for hold

-ing them in closed position.
11. Marionette control apparatus for a mario

nette having a plurality of movable parts, said
control apparatus comprising a plurality of
strings attached to said movable parts of the
marionette, said strings being supported by a
carriage which is movable transversely of the

stage, a carriage movably mounted behind the 75, direction of movement of Saidistrings, whereby

2,570,787
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the marionette as a whole may be moved from
One place to another, and a plurality of keys, one

attached to each said strings, some of said keys

being slidably mounted on Said Carriage and
some of the keys being slidably mounted on a
panel which is normal to Said carriage, said keyS
being actuable by the fingers of the performer to
manipulate the strings and thereby to actuate
the movable parts of the marionette.
12. Marionette control apparatus for a mario
nette having a plurality of movable parts, said
control apparatus comprising a plurality of
strings attached to said movable parts of the
marionette, said strings being supported by a
carriage including a vertically disposed panel,
said carriage being movable transversely of the
direction of movement of said strings, whereby

5

10

10

Strings attached to said movable parts of the
marionette, said strings being Supported by a
carriage including a vertically disposed panel,
said carriage being movable transversely of the
direction of movement of said strings, whereby
the marionette as a Whole may be moved from
One place to another, a plurality of keys attached
to Said strings, said keys being slidably disposed
On Said vertical panel, vertically thereof, and
actuable by the fingers of the performer to ma
nipulate the strings and thereby to actuate the
novable parts of the marionette.

14. Marionette control apparatus in accord

ance with claim 13 wherein the keys are pro
vided with horizontally projecting finger portions
to facilitate engagement and manipulation by

the fingers of the performer.

CHARLES E. WHITCOMB.

the marionette as a whole may be moved from

one place to another, a plurality of keys attached
to said strings, some of said keys being slidably
mounted on said vertically disposed panel, ver
tically thereof, and a Second panel, Said Second
panel being disposed on a horizontal plane and
having the remaining keys slidably disposed
thereon on Substantially the same horizontal

plane, said keys being actuable by the fingers of

The following references are of record in the
file of this patent:
25 Number

the performer to manipulate the strings and
thereby to actuate the movable parts of the
marionette.

13. Marionette control apparatus for a mario
nette having a plurality of movable parts, Said
control apparatus comprising a plurality of
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